
Swallow Class Newsletter 

Term 5 2021 

Hello everyone, 

 

I hope you have had a lovely two weeks Easter break, have seen friends and 

family safely and enjoyed the sunshine. We are looking forward to an exciting 

term and I cannot wait to welcome you all back to Swallow class.  

 

This year at school we have introduced a “Better behaviours” project. Its aim 

has been to build upon our current strong standards, consistency of approach 

and pupils’ attitudes.  The project is across our Federation and the approaches 

to behaviour are the same at both Hawkesbury and Iron Acton. We have 3 

rules; “Be ready, Be respectful and Be safe” which children know. Adults are 

recognising positive behaviours and rewarding these through praise and a 

classroom recognition board. The project has introduced some visual 

consistencies such as greeting children entering school, “fantastic walking” and 

“fantastic audiences”, which will be a focus for Swallow Class this term.  

 

CURRICULUM 

This term we are going to begin our Enquiry work revisiting the enquiry from 

January, which was sadly interrupted by lockdown. We will spend two weeks 

as scientists, considering “What is the difference between noise and sound?” 

before adopting a historian state of being to look at, “Who has stood here 

before us?” During this enquiry we will consider local history, invaders and 

settlers in chronological order, place names and the legacy of the Romans, 

Anglo Saxons, Vikings and Normans. Our Challenge is to design and make clay 

heads, from a time frame, to deliver a monologue about life in that period.  

 

As authors we are going to really focus on our reading skills and how these can 

impact our writing. We will start by considering our non-fiction skills inspired 

by “The Sea Book” before deepening our narrative skills using “The Secret of 

Black Rock.” Our work can be supported by regularly reading at home. I know 

lots of children in Swallow class are now reading independently on a regular 

basis but I still ask that you initial their reading record when they do this. I will 

be collecting this data every Friday where I also share book suggestions with 

the class. I would like this term to increase the range of authors, text types and 

themes the children are reading.  

 

PE this term will be Football on the field on a Tuesday and on Thursday Future 

Stars will be delivering Tennis. Please make sure on these days children come 

to school in their PE kits. As the weather improves can I also ask that all 

children come to school wearing sun cream and with sun hats.   



 

From Thursday 22nd April you will be able to find Homework and Spellings on 

Google Classroom. One piece of homework is due every Tuesday and will be 

given back on Thursday. The children will sit a baseline spelling test on 

Wednesday 21st April and end of term Thursday 26th May.  

 

Starting on Friday 30th April the whole class will experience Ukulele lessons as 

part of our Music curriculum. We are very lucky to have the opportunity to 

deliver these lessons and I am sure the children will learn lots during the 

lessons. 

 

On Wednesday 26th May, we are holding our rearranged World Book Day. 

More details will follow on what the children will do on the day but they will 

be invited to dress up.  

 

As the weather improves we will be outside with increasing frequency. Your 

child needs a change of shoes in school for using the field when it is wet. You 

may choose to send them with a change of trousers to change into as well.  

 

SNACKS AND WATER BOTTLES 

Children will have the opportunity to purchase toast (10p a day) and fruit (25p 

a day) to eat at break time. They are able to pay for this in a lump sum but we 

ask that you give exact monies.  

 

All children need to have their own water bottle in school every day. This 

should be clearly labelled, as with all personal belongings, and only contain 

water. Personal belongings such as toys and jewellery should not be in school 

at any time.  

 

If you have any concerns or question please get in contact with the school 

office via email or phone.  

 

Best Wishes 

Mr Bryant 

 


